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For several years I have had a particular interest in
the United States Note issue of 1928. I was attracted to
these $1 notes because of their red serial numbers and
seal as well as the fact that they were a one-time issue
and are much scarcer than their $2 and $5 U. S. Note
counterparts. United States Notes, or Legal Tender
Notes as they are sometimes called, are the only type of
small size U. S. currency to have a red seal and serial
number and as such are distinctive and, to my mind,
impressive. The $1 note of this type is of interest to me
because while the $2 and $5 red seals were common 15
years ago and occasionally can be found today, the $1
red seal never was common in circulation due to its
small issue.

The total issue of $1 U. S. Notes was less than two
million as compared to approximately 550 million of the
$2 U. S. Notes and about 1,250 million of the $5 U. S.
Notes. Both the $2 and $5 U. S. Notes were issued in
many series beginning in 1928 as compared to the
unique 1928 issue of the $1 notes.

The production of these notes required the usual three
printings. The first printing was the reverse, the second
the obverse, and the third printing applied the red seal
and serial numbers on the obverse. The back of these
notes is identical to that of $1 Silver Certificates of the
1928-1934 series. The design on the face of the $1 Legal
Tender notes is very similar to but different from that of
the Silver Certificates.

The obverse of the note differs from that of Silver
Certificates in such details as the horizontal decoration
just above THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
which takes the place of a line of small print on Silver
Certificates. The obligation printed on the $1 U. S. Note

is to pay the bearer ONE DOLLAR rather than ONE
DOLLAR IN SILVER as is the case with Silver
Certificates. The inscription, over which the seal is
printed, differs in the two types of currency as well.

Difference between U. S. Note (top; and Silver
Certificate (bottom) lies in outline around numeral "1".
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One interesting difference in the design of the $1 U. S.
Note and the $1 Silver Certificate involves the
prominent numeral "1" that is found in each corner. On
the Legal Tender $1 notes the numeral is blank on the
inside while on the Silver Certificates it has an
additional outline of the numeral (see photo).

PRINTING

These notes were printed in sheets of 12 notes with
position letters used being A through L. The layout of a
12-subject sheet is shown herein.

An interesting situation seems to have occurred in
printing these notes. I have observed no "G" through
"L" notes in the first 5,000 serial numbers, other than
uncut sheets, and have recorded numerous cases where
consecutively numbered notes go from position F to
position A. By the same token I have observed that the
higher serial numbers, within ranges that numerous
notes have been recorded, have either A through F or G
through L positions.

The best theory I have heard to explain this
distribution is that after the second printing (the
obverse) the sheets were cut in half vertically, thus
separating the A through F and G through L notes. The
A through F notes would have formed a stack to the left,
while the G through L notes would be in a stack to the
right. At this point a stack of either A through F or G
through L notes was fed into the press for the third
printing, which would apply the seal and consecutive
serial numbers. This theory explains why either A
through F or G through L positions are found
exclusively in various serial number ranges.

This manner of printing would make it impossible to
reconstruct a cut sheet of 12 consecutively numbered
notes in A through L positions unless the last six of a
group of A through F notes and the first six notes that
followed having G through L positions could be
obtained, which is unlikely. Of the few cut sheets I have
recorded, all are comprised of six notes, not 12.

UNCUT SHEETS

Originally there were 11 uncut sheets of 12 notes. The
first 10 sheets of 12 notes each were numbered
A00000001A through A00000120A. The eleventh uncut
sheet consisted of the last 12 notes printed, A01872001A
through A01872012A. Presumably this last sheet was
for a V.I.P. who was unable to get one of the original 10
uncut sheets.

The first and seventh sheets have been cut, numbers
A00000001A through A00000012A and A00000073A
through A00000084A respectively. The number one note
was originally given to President Franklin Roosevelt
and now resides in the Smithsonian Institute.

CENTERING

Many of the $1 1928 red seal notes are not well
centered. However, a pattern seems to exist as to a note's
centering dependent upon its position in the sheet.
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The four notes nearest the center of the sheet
(positions C, D. I, and J) usually have the best centering,
with the "D" and "J" notes perhaps being somewhat
better centered than the "C" and "I" notes. The top two
notes, "A" and "G", usually show narrow bottom
margins while the bottom two notes, "F" and "L", tend
to have narrow top margins.

1933 ORIGINAL ISSUE

Of the 1,872,012 $1 U. S. notes that were reportedly
produced, only a small quantity was released for
circulation in 1933. Most currency reference books state
that notes numbered up through A00005000A were re-
leased in the spring of 1933. The remainder of the $1 red
seals were retained in the United States Treasury vaults
for more than 15 years before being released for use in
Puerto Rico. However, the delivery totals in Puerto Rico
when compared to the total printing of 1,872,012 would
seem to indicate that all but 8,012 notes were released in
Puerto Rico. This would suggest that 8,000 notes were
the original 1933 issue (the odd 12 notes represent the
last uncut sheet). I have also seen figures that suggest
that 7,000 notes comprised the original 1933 issue.
However, in the absence of conclusive evidence and in
light of extensive research that has recorded numerous
notes bearing serial numbers under A00005000A,
including several in the A000049XXA range, while not
having observed any notes in the A00005001A to
A00008000A range, I must assume that the original
1933 issue was comprised of notes number up through
A00005000A.

Many of these first 5,000 notes did not see circulation
and were kept as keepsakes. This is evidenced by the
fact that of the low-numbered notes in existence today
the great majority are uncirculated specimens. Perhaps
as few as 5% of the low-numbered notes in existence
today are circulated notes.

The low-numbered notes that have survived until
today often seem to be a part of groups of consecutive
serial numbers. Although I do not consider any of these
low serial numbers to be common, some of the most
often seen serial number ranges are A000009XXA,
A000011XXA, A000018XXA and A000041XXA. In con-
trast, very few notes in the A00002XXXA and
A00003XXXA ranges have been reported.

Within the original issue, "special numbers" are
particularily prized and sought after, with probably the
most impressive "special number" that I have observed
being A00002222A. Photographs of some "special
numbers" are provided.

1948-1949 PUERTO RICO RELEASE

Between November 1948 and February 1949, all the
notes that had not been issued in 1933 and had been
kept in the Treasury vaults were released for use in
Puerto Rico. These notes were released there so as to
avoid confusion on the mainland with these unusual
looking notes.

Within these approximately 1,867,000 notes there
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were many desirable serial numbers such as repeaters,
radars, and other "good numbers". At this time I am
aware of none of these, however, with perhaps the most
interesting serial number I have observed being
A01775775A.

Within these higher numbers the most common serial
number range is probably the A0177XXXXA notes, of
which a group of 4,000 was purchased years ago and
subsequently sold and scattered around in individual
collections.

I know of no other group of notes this large but the
proximity of other reported notes suggests that many
small groups of notes existed and are now scattered.
Those numbers above A01800000A, and consequently
near the end of the issue, seem to be somewhat scarce.
The highest serial number of which I am aware is
A01859838A.

Highest serial number $1 U. S. Note known to the
author.

The higher-numbered notes issued in Puerto Rico are
often stained, and circulated specimens were more
plentiful than uncirculated notes. However,
uncirculated high numbers are not nearly as scarce as
low serial numbers.

STAR NOTES

Star notes in this issue are quite scarce and much
sought after. At this time I am aware of only 26 star
notes with serial numbers ranging from *00000621A to
*00007892A. A group of 13 consecutive star notes with
serial numbes from *00000948A to *00000996A has been
reported. These notes are part of various collections.
Most of the remaining star serial numbers of which I am
aware are in the *00003XXXA range. I have little
information on face or back check numbers on these
star notes but do know that at least three face check
numbers, 12, 17 and 20, were used.

FACE CHECK NUMBERS

Face check numbers used in this series were numbers
1 through 36, except 31, 33, 34 and 35. The Bureau of
Engraving and Printing reported that face check 12 was
also not used. However, notes with this face check
number have been observed and are not uncommon.

In the low serial number notes (under 5,000) I have
observed only eight different face check numbers with
all but one of the 32 face check numbers (14) having been
observed in the higher numbered notes.
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A series of low-numbered $1 U. S. Notes
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A chart is provided herein with estimates of the
relative scarcity of these face check numbers. The face
check numbers seem to have been used and reused in no
discernable order or pattern throughout the entire issue
of these notes.

Collecting $1 1928 U. S. Notes by face check numbers
is a challenge and an interesting way to collect. While it
is unlikely that a complete set of face checks could be
assembled in uncirculated condition, it is possible to
complete a set containing some circulated specimens.
Any collector attempting to assemble a complete set of
face checks will have to have patience, determination,
and a good measure of luck if indeed he is ever to
accomplish this goal, as some of the face check numbers
are elusive in any condition. One complete set of face
checks is reported.
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BACK CHECK NUMBERS

The observed back check numbers in this series range
from 1457 to 2691, with the great preponderance of these

i numbers being above 2200. Only about 3% of the $1 1928
U. S. Notes have back check numbers under 2000.

The reverse of the $1 U. S. Notes is identical to that of
the $1 Silver Certificates of the series 1928-1934. The
first printing (reverse) was done with $1 Silver
Certificate plates and according to the observed check
numbers it appears that the $1 U. S. Notes were
produced at about the same time as the 1928A Silver
Silver Certificates. The lower back check numbers came
from older plates, perhaps those used late in the 1928 or
early in the 1928A Silver Certificate issues that had
been refurbished, as was the custom in those days,
rather than destroyed.

I am indebted to Stanton Kreider for his technical
information which has been a cornerstone to this
research project, as well as to Graeme Ton, whose
information along with that of Stanton Kreider's has
been an education to me in regards to U. S. Currency.

Any comments or further information would be
kindly received and can be sent to me in c/o 4108
Elmhurst Road, Toledo, Ohio 43613.

COMPARATIVE SCARCITY OF FACE CHECK
NUMBERS OF $1 1928 U. S. NOTES

Face Check Serial Numbers
Number 	 Under 5000

1
2 	 —

3 	 —

4
5
6 	 —

7 	 —

8 	 —

9 	 —

10 	 —

11 	 —

12 	 —

13 	 —

14	 Common
15	 Common
16	 Very Common
17 	 —

18	 Very Common
19	 Common
20 	 —

21 	 —

22	 Somewhat Scarce
23	 Common
24 	 —

25 	 —

26 	 —

27	 Scarce
28 	 —

29	 —

30 	 —

32 	 —

36	 —

All Other Serial
Numbers
Common
Common
Common
Common

Somewhat Scarce
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common

Common
Common
Common
Scarce

Common
Common
Common

Scarce
Scarce

Somewhat Scarce
Somewhat Scarce

Scarce
Somewhat Scarce
Somewhat Scarce
Somewhat Scarce
Somewhat Scarce

Scarce
Somewhat Scarce
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